Understanding your new Interactive Audit (PAWS report) for students with a catalog year of Fall 2016 or later

**New features include:**

- Interactive Charts and Graphs
- Summary of Degree Progress
- At a Glance GPA View
Interactive Charts and Graphs

The Pie Chart represents the total number of units required for your degree program.

The Bar Graph breaks down General Education, Major and Residency requirements for graduation.
Summary of Degree Requirements

To view a specific category, click on the desired bar graph.
Summary of Degree Requirements
General Education

Each GE area is broken down to reflect the completed, in progress and unfulfilled requirements.
Clicking on specific areas within GE allows you to view the requirements that are contained in that area.
Summary of Degree Requirements
General Education

Chart breakdown of sub-requirements in specific area of GE.
Summary of Degree Requirements
Major

Major GPA and requirements are reflected here. Click on any area of the graph for further detail.
Your overall GPA is indicated here. This includes coursework from CSUSB and any transfer schools you may have attended.
Additional Features to Know

Click here to return to the full Audit version.
The Interactive Audit is only available for students who were admitted to CSUSB for Fall 2016 or later. If you were admitted prior to Fall 2016, your audit will appear as shown below. Should you happen to change your major to a Fall 2016 catalog year or later, you will have the Interactive Audit feature on your PAWS.